
This report looks at the following areas:

•• MTO smoothie purchases remain low among older generations
•• High sugar content, calories, and cost are significant barriers
•• MTO smoothie consumption is on the rise
•• Functional ingredients appeal to Millennials
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"Smoothies are a healthy
menu item staple, and their
popularity is growing. With
more smoothie choices than
ever, operators must target
specific occasions and offer
ingredients with strong
functional claims. Moving
beyond a one-size-fits-all
approach and allowing for
customization of smoothie
ingredients is also a
opportunity for operators to
appeal to consumers’ unique
lifestyle needs."
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Figure 16: Smoothie purchase behavior– Net – Any purchase,
by gender and parental status, January 2019

• MTO smoothies most popular with West Coasters
Figure 17: Smoothie purchase behavior– Net – Any purchase,
by region, January 2019
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by race and Hispanic origin, January 2019

• Adventure eaters are frequent MTO smoothie purchasers
Figure 19: Smoothie purchase behavior– Net – Any purchase
and consumer segmentation, January 2019

• Fruit smoothie offerings are most popular
Figure 20: Smoothie purchase behavior, by smoothie type,
January 2019

• iGens seek non-dairy alternatives
Figure 21: Smoothie purchase behavior, by smoothie type and
generation, January 2019

• Appeal to dads with protein-rich smoothies
Figure 22: Smoothie purchase behavior, by smoothie type
and gender and parental status, January 2019

• Fruit is most appealing smoothie ingredient
Figure 23: Appealing ingredients, January 2019

• Creating appealing smoothie menu items
Figure 24: TURF analysis – Appealing ingredients, January
2019

• Women more likely to prefer plant-based ingredients
Figure 25: Appealing ingredients, by gender, January 2019

• Natural ingredients are of top importance
Figure 26: Innovative ingredients, January 2019

• Creating innovative smoothies
figure 27: turf analysis – Innovative ingredients, January 2019

• Appeal to Millennials with innovative ingredients
Figure 28: Innovative ingredients, by generation, January 2019

• Nutrition boost drives higher price point
Figure 29: Price sensitivity – Price summary table, January
2019
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• MTO smoothies offer healthy convenience
Figure 37: Smoothie attitude statement agreement – Net –
Agree, January 2019

• Baby Boomers want simpler and lighter MTO smoothie
offerings
Figure 38: Smoothie attitude statement agreement – Net –
Agree, by generation, January 2019

• Convenience drives smoothie purchasing for parents
Figure 39: Smoothie attitude statement agreement – Net -
Agree, by parental status and gender, January 2019
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January 2019
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Figure 42: Table – TURF analysis – Smoothie innovation,
January 2019

• Price Sensitivity Analysis Methodology
Figure 43: Price sensitivity – 16-ounce smoothie – Price
sensitivity aggregate table, January 2019
Figure 44: Price sensitivity – 16-ounce smoothie prepared with
a nutrition boost – Price sensitivity aggregate table, January
2019
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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